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A decade ago, conceptual artists became the new mediators between
information and culture. They chose to create statements instead of objects. These statements were presented in the form of language which
translated their intentions into ideas. Language was also a vehicle of
criticism for evaluating the content, often depleted, in the production
of art objects. This further involved the task of examining the role
of art in relation to the social and political structure--whether or not
this structure was a conscious part of the work in terms of formal intent.
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In r etr ospect, conceptual art may be seen as a pol emic gesture--a
series of attacks which disturbed the seemingly rational aesthetics of
critics who sought to dictate formal taste as historical fact. The subtle incentives which dealers began to impose upon artists as a result of
these criteria--beginning with the advent of abstract expressionism as
big business--was mistakenly correlated with substantive aes thetic value.
Regardless of how abstract these images appeared or how much raw emotion
was displayed, they ultimately became symbolic representations of a lucrative and powerful social investment which needed the reinforcement of
aesthetic taste.
The alternative, for the conceptualists, was to induce a form that
could exist beyond the necessity of object-making altogether . Form might
then be evaluated in platonic terms, that is, in its pure idea state,
without the interference of conventional containers (objects) that were
presumed to hold sensory and/or formal qualities. The Modernist complicity between viewer, critic, and object could be replaced by recalling
attention to the artist's mode of inquiry. The viewer's patience or
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The synchronizat i on of art and culture has

delight (sa the ,,-a"e mAy he)
r~eiver;

~ould

b~come

a tenuous iHHue.

be "hifted to the cansclousne"" of the

Although dependent upon ""cit other, nodth" ... "x18"8 "" the 8,,1 .. C(lU8" of

that Is, the ;>crson rec .. 1vinC and ev"l",.ting th .. information on

the ot h@ r . Burgin ""ems to conclude that 1f art works ar e to have any
real "lenlficAnce in effecting social ch8ng~. th@re should be " top t cIll

a Visual-thought bAAiH , rather than on a strictly fo rmal basis.

The tol e

of the cr1tic - hl"torl an "as r .. ClIrded "" .. n unn""es" .. ry hybrid that tended

inference built into t h .dt preRent8Uon.

t o u~urp th .. n, ~pons ibil ity of cOdllunication frDIII th~ artis t. The cr .. dibll ity of th e a rtist ' s ~ .. of inquiry would still be d .. pendcnt upon an
informed audience with a willingn .. ss to unrav .. l the cogoitiv.. ~sp .. cts of
th.. work.

more radical in theory than the ~jorlty of works presented by concep tualists in America during the sixties.

Joseph Kosuth onc .. argued that th.. baais of conc"p tual art wxx itH
"t"frllstructurlll a"alysis" of thos .. issuc~ which other contemporary artists chos .. to ignor .. (1975, p. 89- 90). He believed that art existed as
a tautology--a language of it s own making, an ar t l.at-int .. nd .. d structure-sod thst taste was an irrelevant factor. The substance of a rt could be
evaluated in t"nnIJ of it s publ ic (aochl context), but the intrinsic
fac t of the work was simply the information that it communicated .
In r ~ fl ~ ~ting upon the dev .. lopm .. nt of conceptual a~t during the middle to lat .. s lxti .. o , Kosuth bclieved it to be an ~ xpr .. saion of lIocixl
t urmoil and political unr .... t. The extremes of this e~a were epitomiz.. d
K08uth
by Modernism on thc one hand. and ~on~eptual art on the other.
~ ...... rked :
Ih~ myth of Modernillm, which includ .. s painting ~nd ,"culpture ,
collapsing at our heelB. lett only its shock waves--the s .. ns ..
of a .. or .. direct r .. lstionship with the cultural biBII of western
civilization. • • • Perhaps there is s om .. interwoven n~ture to
the .yth of Am .. ric a and the myth of Modernism. and wh .. n both
have be .. n sufficientLy unvoven the autonomy of art may be seen
for what it waS: one color .. d IItrand and part of a larger
fabric (191S, p. 94).

The nccd for a gr ea tcr awareneslI of the cultural bias used in de-

t .. rmining the validity of srt works (as ar t) has become a lingering iSMU"
smong younger artillts currently working in F~gl"nd, Europe, South America.
and the Uni ted States . The BritilOh artilOt-photograph~ r. Victor Hurgin,
has written about this probl .. m in evaluating art from the point of vi .. w
of semiotics . Burgin , whose thinking i s der1ved from that of the Frcnch
critic. Roland Barthes, underatands semioticlI ao th .. r elationship of culturAL s ign a as reveal .. d through language (i .... , photography ~ visual lxnguage) to the identification of lin ideology within the cul t ur<!. (1971,
p. 37) .

Rath"r than being a ph ..nomenon unique to coutcmporsry art. Burgin
s .. es th~ ideology of Modernism as 0 d,,-vBlopm@nt of Mtal@ R~Rthatic atti tudes laftovBr fro .. the Nineteenth Century. ne f .. els that ~onceptW&l art
waR import"nt beclluse i t "a dministered a rebuff to the ModcrnilOt d .. mand
for aesthctic conf ections and for fo~l novel ty for its own ~ke (1976.
p. 18)". Burgin further sugge .. t .. that a" .. iotic~ may repl ..,,", Moderni"",
.." a viable artistic procesQ. In 110 doing, it would a .. rv .. as a v.. hlclc
to "unmallk t he nrystificat i ono of h"urg .. o~iM culture by l~ying barc its
cod .. R. by exposing the devices through which it constructs ita ~elf
l..,.g e (1976, p. 24)".

"

"fhl.. point of vie" 18 peThaps

Whereas Ad Reinhardt ' s much quoted tautology exclai .... "Art in art
ia IIrt," Burgin lIeems to align art dir~ctly with culture for the purpos e
of rev.. aling soc ial sttftud es which ar e d ~signatcd Outside the f r amed
image . More specifically. Burgin per ceives th .. Moci,,1 cont ..xt of art
as expressing t he dogma of a past cultun. h~ld in .. olemn r"v .. ~ .. nc,,- by
the .. id<lle c lsss . Hill rol"",ic h, the refor e , directed against Modcrnist art that lIignifies the past.
The relationship of ar t to the so~ial and po l itical protelltll of the
lat .. oixtieo wall an und~ rlylng conc ..rn awong the Fluxus artists in Ne~
Yor k'. Although 1"S9 id...,logically coheaive than th.. conceptoalists,
FluXlls influ .. nced the important Gu~rilla Art Action Group ~hieh dccons trat .. d or performed, as the case may be, vehe~nt prot .. sls ~gsins t the
art e s tabli shmen t (museums, galleri.. o ...tc.). On January 10, 1970, they
illoued a ata tement whi~h declared:
Art i~ s Btisfied wit h b.. ing an ae .. thetic/~chinery, lIa ti a f ied
wit h b .. ing a continuum of itllelf and itQ so - ca lled history,
while in fact , it haa becOlllO!. th .. supreme inat r utnent through
which our repr .. o"ive !lociety idealizcs its image. Art iQ used
t oday to distract p .. opl .. from the urgency of th .. ir cr is "-R. Art
is used today to force peopl.. to ac~ept mor~ .. "aily the r epr es~ ion of big bu~in ~ss (HendriCKS. ct. sl., 1973. p. 79).
Ihia docuaent by Jon H..ndricKII, Poppy JohnGon, and J .. an Toche
foretel ill Kosuth's expl"nation five ycars later ihat conceptua l art
was "the a rt of the Vi .. tn" .. war .. ra" (Rosuth, 1 975 , p. 94). Tt WIIS
a lso th.. era of civil rights demonstrat i ons, Black -powcr, urhan uprisings, student protests. sssaHs inations, hippie .. , communes, and
environmental i sm. Marahall McLuhsn observed that a new "waren.. as of
media had brought a change in cultural attitudes, and that the9 ~ chang .. s
w.. re beginning to reach the American public in heavy doses. Whether or
not one chooa .. " to acc .. pt KcLuh an'" a es the t ic att it ud e i s irr .. levant;
the fact remains that a numb .. r of artiata began using electronic and
printed media in li~u of painting and sculpture as a mor.. dir~ct and
inst"nt means for communicating th .. ir ideas.
Th,,- Spaniah phil osopher, Ortega y Ga"get , once wrote that "thinking i .. th .. endeavor to cllptur e r .... Uty by ...."nil of -£deaM; the spontaneoua
mov .... ent of the mind goes frOlll concepts to the world" (no date, p. 34) .
It was precis.. ly thi s synapa.. betwcsn thought aod action which beca~
the "",bodiment of a new attit ud.. about art , I t was this m.w .. rtitud ..
t hat brought the FluxU9 group nnd then t he conceptua l iatll , whOM@ work
ws .. ~ ftllent1al,ly non-object oriented, into confl:Ict with th" .. xiating
~ocilll orde~.
Conceptual art, "s <lefine~ by Ko~uth and the Art and

"

Language constituency in Britain, attempted to suspend aesthetic judgment
in order to emphasize the existence of ideas. Often their ideas or the
very fact that their work was free of any object association,
social
implications that defied the existing infrastructure.

had

Another side of conceptual art, not entirely in agreement with Art
and Language, presented ideas as systems, in order to emphasize their
function and active engagement within the course of time. Such artists
as Douglas Huebler, Hans Haacke, Agnes Denes, John Baldessari, Yvonne
Rainer, Allan Kaprow, Don Burgy, On Kawara, Hanne Darboven, Les Levine,
and Daniel Buren, dealt with sequences or linear progressions in their
work. Their intentions were diverse and often complexly interwoven
including sources borrowed from science, social science, philosophy: art,
economics and technology. In general, these artists focused attention
on systems which allowed the repeated examination of patterns motifs
and structures to occur outside of any deliberate aesthetic m~nipulation.
Some of these systemic works were attempting to depart from the conventional art context where the artist controlled the process or medium.
They sought a more literal structure, in order to allow new meanings to
evolve through the engagement of social processes. According to critic
Jack Burnham, conceptual art existed as an activity in "real time" thus
operating concurrently with actual living processes rather than apart
from them (1969, p. 50). Burnham defined this orientation as follows:
A major illusion of art systems is that art resides in specific
objects. Such artifacts are the material basis for the concept
of the "work of art." But, in essence, all institutions which
process art data, thus making information, are components of
the work of art. Without the support system, the object ceases
to have definition; but without the object, the support system
can still sustain the notion of art. So we can see why the art
experience attaches itself less and less to canonical or given
forms but embraces every conceivable experiential mode, including
living in everyday environments (1969, p. 50).
Burnham's statement shifts attention from the object as an entity unto itself to that of a cross-cultural matrix upon which art works acquire
meaning. As a result of this shift, one might consider his or her aesthetic response to displayed objects as being dependent upon same knowledge
of the original culture or sub-culture to which they refer. Brian O'Doherty
has pointed out that a "neutral" viewing space never exists within the context of art (1976, p. 26-34). Inevitably, art objects assume a certain
level of social mobility which often becomes the basis for their presentation. Therefore, aesthetic response may be obfuscated by those attempts
to disguise the relationship of art to culture by imposing neutrality
upon objects which mayor may not be considered in terms of their decorative appeal. The estrangement of the art object from its cultural setting
immediately puts the viewer in suspension and thereby attempts to enforce
a social context which is devoid of complex meaning.
By refocusing aesthetic response as a means of thought processing,
rather than towards the object as being an end in itself, one may become
more aware of the derivation of meaning projected into objects made by
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artists. In this way, the experience of time may
condition of aesthetic response and as a coherent
which the work is produced. Therefore. Burnham's
as a condition for experiencing the artist's idea
tion in regard to meaning.

be felt as an intrinsic
part of the context in
emphasis on r~al time
becomes a critical no-

Douglas Huebler has emphasized the presence of time in carrying out
various procedures or events which are then documented through the use of
photographs, maps, written statements, postal receipts, newspaper articles,
letters, legal papers, sketches, and other paraphornalia. Huebler's attitude is one of deliberate detachment from the documents. Although he is
engaged in the recording process to the extent that he defines the parameters of an idea, all future control is relinquished in order to allow
the functioning of the work itself to reveal his intentions (Note 1).
The relationship of time to the interrogation of various social myths is
essential to Huebler's construct. He works directly within the social
structure. Systems--such as city streets, post offices, news media,
elevators, bird calls, etc.--are simply the raw material with which the
artist works. The behavior of individuals within these systems continues
to function--often unaware of the artist's intention on a level commensurate to that of any behavioral function in real time.
In a catalog
statement for his 1972 exhibition at the Museum of Fine Arts in Boston,
Huebler states:
A system existing in the world. disinterested in the purposes
of art, may be "plugged into" in such a way as to produce a
work that possesses a separate existence and that neither
changes nor comments on the system used (Note 2).
In Location Piece No.6 from that exhibition, for example, the artist
solicited articles of "local interest" from various newspapers throughout
the United States, which would be used as part of an "information processing cycle" (Note 2). Huebler presented documents (software extensions
of the piece) which included press photographs with captions and letters
from those editors who agreed to participate. One might interpret Location Piece No.6 as a clear examination of the social context from which
variou's provincial sub-cultures in America come to perceive themselves.
Such a statement would not be likely to occur through the Associated
Press; however, through this juxtaposition of images and captions, placed
indeterminately in a random grid pattern? the artist represents an idea
that is greater than the sum of its parts. This arrangement of documents
reveals the social basis by which a work of art is perceived.
Just as the experience of time has been a central concern in Huebler's
work, a similar concern possessed the artist Hans Haacke. As early as
1962, Haacke was working with systems in such hydrodynamic works as Rain
Tower (Vinkers. 1939, p. 45). One of the artist's major considerati~
was the representation of time through natural, physical occurences.
Rain Tower appears somewhat minimalistic, consisting of ten acrylic boxes
piled one on top of another in a vertical column. Inside these transparent cubes, the viewer perceives water descending from the highest box
through a succession of boxes; each water level corresponds in ratio to
the sequential position of each box. Given an equal area of interior
space within each of the units, the air and water ratio determined itself systematically as evaporation began occurring at the highest level.
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Haacke has emphasized the fact that he do~s not concern himself with
the working-out of formal solutions to art problems as a primary issue;
rather, his interests are directed toward comprehending the system of a
particular phenomenon while observing its transformation by way of "natural
time and natural laws" (Vinklers, 1969, p. 46). This cormnent was directed
primarily at the artist's earlier works in which he was associated with
the Group Zero in Dusseldorf, and the Groupe de recherche d'art visuel in
Paris during the early 60's. Critic Betite Vinklers established that
Haacke's use of systems is generally of two types: first, there is the
production of a system which incorporates natural laws, such as gravity
and evaporation; and secondly, there is the presentation of a system which
already exists, but to which the artist responds by tapping into it (1969,
p. 49). This latter approach--one which has characterized Haacke's work
since 1969--was powerfully evidenced in an exhibition at the John Weber
Gallery in New York called The Good Will Umbrella (1977).
Haacke presented seven silkscreencd facsimiles of the Mobil Oil
placard mounted across one wall of the gallery. Beneath the obtrusive
word MOBIL, spelled-out in red and blue across the top of each unit, two
pages of text were placed side by side . The major text was an advance
copy of an address given by a public relations official representing
Mobil Oil Corporation at a 1975 convention for advertizing executives.
The address, entitled "Farewell to a Low Profile," indicated that the
much-publicized generosity of Mobil Oil during the 70's was a necessary
ploy in order to advance their "good will" ideology. It was further implied that while their support of "the arts" appeared altruistic, it was
in fact". a necessary diversion used to defend other forms of exploitation.
Haacke later had this comment to offer:
Ironically, the ideological stabilization of power""in the hands
of a given power elite is predicated on the mobilization of the
resources for its potential overthrow. If "repressive tolerance" were as smothering as Herbert Marcuse fears, there would
be no need to spend enormous amounts of money for propaganda
and the public relations efforts of big corporations . These
investments attest to the race between an ever more sophisticated public and newly developed techniques of persuasion, in
which also art is increasingly used as an instrument (1977,
pp. 101-108),
Haacke's recent work may be characterized as metacritical in the
sense that it is commenting upon the social, political, and economic
strata which continue to sustain MOdernist tendencies as institutional
parapets for various funding agencies, businesses, and methods of art
appreciation in schools and museums. The irony in Haacke's work lies
in the contradiction between the nature of his commentary and the conventional commercial dealership which enables his work to be taken
seriously within the context of art. Were it not for the fact that "The
Good Will Umbrella (and related works before and since) was exhibite~"
in a commercial gallery, it is doubtful whether such a statement could
sustain its intensity as a viable social criticism. However, it should
be noted that Haacke's work is largely effective because it transforms
the meaning of art in current tiroes--not by appearance, but according
to function--from that of interior decoration to an awareness of its
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social signification, thus influencing "personal" tastes and thinking
about art. Burnham has viewed Haacke's research into these systems
as a succinct alternative to the formal criteria of Modernism . . He
explains:

Rather than the manipulation of color, gestalts and textual
surfaces, he has chosen to define art in terms of open and
closed systems, self-regulating, as opposed to run-away systems, and hierarchical organization of physical relationships

(1975).
Although objects and events may exist in and of themselves within
the context of art, it does not necessarily follow that they will always be understood as existing within that context. Although this
problem was introduced via Duchamp's anonymous selection of "readymades", the conceptualists were confronting it in a less subtle, more
political manner. Les Levine, for example, believes that most artworks produced today do not go beyond the fringes of traditional
aesthetics, i.e., the philosophy of beauty as perceived through the
sen:ses, in their consideration of content. Rather than designating
art as a vehicle for examining the wider social and cultural nexus
from which ideas emanate, the contemporary audience considers art as
"a self-generating system which exists within itself and is neither
affected by nor effects society or the state of the world" (Note 3).
A number of projects by American artists have shown an increasing
interest in the relationship of artworks to the social system. A classic example would be Robert MOrris' notarized statement of 1963, entitled,
"Statement of Esthetic Withdrawal" (1972, p. 28). The purpose of this
gesture by Morris was to suspend any aesthetic reference to a piece of
sculpture which he had placed on exhibition. As a result, people were
encouraged to examine the work for reasons other than artistic enrichment or enjoyment. The is"sue, in this case, became the anonymous presence of the form occupying a particular space; the relationship of the
viewer to his or her social space became more apparent than the validity
of the object as art.
Dan Graham, who over the years has constructed a series of politically conscious video installations that manipulate the existence of
social barriers as illusionistic space (1977, p. 52-61), mounted a window display at a non-profit gallery in lower Manhattan in January. 1979.
The intent of Graham's piece was to project slides on to a rear screen
facing the street, giving an "inside" view of current gallery exhibitions in the neightioring vicinity (Note 4). It just so happens that
the neighboring vicinity atiounds with artworks, lofts, galleries, artists and dealers. The superficiality of this" scene may be epitomized
in Graham's photographs of thes"e standardized interiors, each of which
presents their artists' works according to code. Although hidden from
one another in real space by artificial walls and built structures. the
gallery system is revealed as one continuous network of commercial and
advertising interests". Graham's installation portrays the art world
as reflecting the same set of values found anywhere else within the
social structure.
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artists than the kind of cultural high-jumping that has appeared in various
counter-art periodicals over the past few years.

During the present decade, a number of conceptualists have turned
their attention dir ectly toward the social and political implications of
their art. The advocates of Art and Language (Note 5) continued to attract
ar tiste and theoris t s from America and elsewhere , especially during the
ea rly seventies, when concept ual art seemed to have peaked in terms of interest level and publicity. The artiste who followed the thinking of Art
and Language adopted various hybrids of Marxist philosophy in support of
their position against the art establishment . Their attitude was generally anti-formalist and, therefore, cynical about the forced linearity
of Modernism in post-war art history. Terry Atkinson maintained a significant influence along these lines and did much to sustain the credi bility of his arguments .

Nonetheless, the first phase in the development of a conceptual art
has been achieved. It has extended the basic Duchampian notion with regard to alleviating the pseudomystical (economic) attitudes given to
static objectB in contemporary art. Such myths, invo l ving aesthetic discrimination 8S an entity detached from the actual perception of objects,
has been repudiated. Consequently, the role of appreciative viewer
changed to that of active participant--not merely within the context of
art, but through a heightened awareness towards self-inquiry. Hence, the
reality of ideas became a source for r enewed awareness directly linked to
a utobiographical concerns . Any art t hat extend s the limitations of a
shrunken value system tend s to reflect the deeper experiences of individuals who question their relationship to it. It will take time before the
visi bility is c l ear e nough to see the objec t distinctly. In the meantime, there ar e some good ideas and some important artists worth considering on the detour.

The later publication of The Fox (Note 6) by the New York cons t ituency
of Art and Language became a vehicle for expressing antipathies against
decontextualized exhibitions in gal l eries and museums. The importance of
The Fox in its earl ier issues was to offer a neo -Marxist s t yle of aesthetic dissent. In the second issue, Kosuth wrote:
My reading of art history tells me that I now find myself capable
of seeing for art (out of art) a tradition independ ent of and unmolested by a social colora t ion. . . which describes and reenforces
the presently unacceptable social status-quo . In this sense the
Marxists are correct when they claim that art cannot be apolitical . When I r ealize this I mu St ask myself: if art is necessarily political (though not necessarily about politics) is it not
necessary to make one ' s politics explicit? If art is context
dependent (as I've always maintained) then it cannot escape a
socia-political con text of meaning (igno ring this issue only
means that one ' s art drifts into one). (1975, p . 95)
In an age of rapid transi t on both a physical and intellectual level,
the availability of art is no secret, that is. the availability of art
i nformation . The values are no mor e available today than they wer e centuries ago. Kosuth's reasoning is that differences in culture influence
the social context in which art objects are seen; therefore only a very
private segment of artwork is r ep r esentative of human cul ture. The ideas
inherent within this private segment (white. upper mdddle class) may not
be as faulty as the push for standardization behind it, which tends t o
isolate the context. To open up the ground rules for the avail ability
of art as information may indeed transform the aesthetic notion of "quali t y ;" yet i t also has the potential of spiritually satisfying t hose who
exist without art yet seek social acceptance on the basis of their equally-refined signs and symbo ls. If concep tual art failed as a serious
challenge to contemporar y art history, as the critic Max Kozl off (1972.
pp. 33-37) has imp lied, then it surely succeeded in pointing out the
limitations of cont empor ary culture as a foundation for evaluating lI goo d"
art . On the other hand, the extremist position of The Fox has managed
to confuse t he absence of art production with normative art history in
order to substantiate premises for social change. The fact is that r eal
social change is immune t o t he narr ow rhe toric of art. The inevitable
stuffiness of such reverberat ing polemics tends to be overbearing. At
a time when conceputal ar t has been so completely absorbed into the aca demic mainstream, it wou ld seem that a greater challenge exis t s for
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An earlier version of this paper appears in Journa l: Southern Ca lifornia
Art Magazine, Number 23, June -July 1979 .
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